SS 12

(BCI) SUPPLY CHAIN RESILIENCE COURSE

1 DAY

COURSE OVERVIEW
Understand supply chains, how they are managed and how to add resilience measures to them. How should you
engage with those responsible for procurement and their teams to embed business continuity and resilience
into the business supply chain, and ensuring organisational resilience?
Supply chains are often under complex and global pressure, suppliers may be in areas of the world that suffer
considerable threats from severe weather systems and many other logistical problems. Learn to communicate
across to the procurement team that the resilience measures proposed are an investment in resilience and a
value-for-money proposition for the business, through learning their terminology and cost benefit analysis that
can influence decisions on awarding contracts to more resilient suppliers to create resilient supply chains.
COURSE OBJECTIVES
At the end of this course, you will be able to :
 Be familiar with the workings of supply chain and
their component parts

COURSE OUTLINE
 Understand supply chains and their component
parts
 Develop value for money supply chain resilience
solutions

 Communicate and work with procurement
personnel in awarding more resilient contracts

 Understand how to engage with staff responsible for
awarding more resilient contracts
 Learn to craft Top Management reports such that
the report supports the concepts of building supply
chain resilience

 Create Top Management reports such that the
report supports the concepts of building supply
chain resilience

FEES*

 Be able to manage the organization’s supply
chain resilience

Type of Fee
COURSE AUDIENCE


Business Continuity and resilience professionals
who are responsible for their organization’s BC

Early Bird
Register 4 weeks before course date

Normal Fee

Fee
SGD 699

SGD 799

programme with a need to understand the
importance of Supply Chain Resilience and how

* Prices are before GST

to incorporate this into every day practice


Those who are interested in supply chain

Client & Group rates available—

resilience are also encouraged to join this

Contact us for details

course.
CONTACT US
COURSE PRE-REQUISITE


Recommended for learners to have a working
understanding of BCMS as basic concepts will
not be discussed during the course

www.bcpasia.com
enquiry@bcpasia.com
(65) 6325 2080 / (60) 3 9212 4899
(Business Registration No. 200206157W)

Disclaimer: As in all of its products and services, BCP Asia provides high quality and/or industry-standard courses. BCP Asia, however, takes no responsibility for any misuse, misinterpretation and/or misapplication of any type of knowledge and/or information learned and/or acquired from any of our courses. Individual performance and/or capabilities are
taken into consideration by BCP Asia. Hence, results attained during and/or after taking any of our courses may indeed vary.

